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One of the specific findings of the War- | 

tion of Presider 

it prime target 

conclusion that 

wald’s rifle tray 

neck, turned s 

ernor Connally 

~ scapula. The e 

ed that this sar 

Governor’ fiff 

sideways, emer 

went sideways 

turned still fi 

around and en 

into the skin ¢ 

for critics, has been their 
a single. bullet from Os- 

versed President Kennedy's 
lightly, then pierced. Gov- 
’s chest below the right 

ged below his right nipple, 

1 Report on the Assassina- - . 

t Kennedy, which has been . 

hibit 399)? (Fig. 1, left), if seen only in. : 

the side view, which has been widely re- . , 

published by critics of the Warren Report, .. 

ommission Report postulat- 

he bullet then shattered the _ 

h rib, turned completely | critics to describe it inaccurately as a “pris: . 

; through his right wrist, 

hrther to tum completely 

ded up sticking. backwards *- 

bf his left thigh. From this 

“was estimated to be missing from. bullet: : 

~ 899, Le, 2.2 grains. 

°Professor and Chairman, Department of Urology, ° ’ I 

Columbia Univers 
geons, New York. 

Accepted for pi blication October 22, 1968. 

ty College of Physicians and Sur- | 

"tive roenitgenograms of the wrist and thigh 
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position the longsnarrow bullet was 5 dis. © 7 

lodged and was found on a stretcher upon :,’ 

_ which it was deduced that Governor, Con- *, i 

nally had lain." | ang 

This bullet (Warren Commission Ex: 4 

appears to be deformed very little. In fact, : i 

its apparent lack of deformity has led 

tine” bullet.*4 oR 

Critics have also contended that the four » 

fragments of bullet seen in the preopera- ; f 

of Governor Connally (Figs. 2A and B). 
would weigh more than the weight which * 3 

Furthermore, they : state that the ammu: 

nition used by Oswald was “anreliable,> os 

likely to fail to fire and that it did not haves. 

* and Jon Lattimer aa i 

_
—



the capability required by the “single bul- 

Tet” theory. 7 fe 

- Ballistics tests done by ‘governmental 

agencies*” to investigate these points have 

been challenged on various grounds. The 

critics, however, seem to have done no 

hallistics experiments of theit own. ) 

AR seemed. appropriate, therefore, that 

‘some of these points which se StH suscep > 

‘tible to experimebtation shold be faves- 

tigated by “uninvolved” resdarch workers) 

to see if these particular allegations of the 

“Warren Commission Report are indeed — - 

feasible, or whether diserepamcies actually 

do exist which would make| them unten-- 

alle. oe | 

| First, an investigation ‘of|the ammuni- | 

| tion, bullets and bullet fragments involved 

“was undertaken to determing whether their 

‘condition, number, weight and reliability 
| 

‘the bullets involved could have dorie what 
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— Was Bullet 399 “Pristine” a 

-(Undeformed)P 

“made it impossible or even] unlikely that 

“the, Warren Commission contends they did... 

eRe Te UE 
‘ he 4, 

International Surgery, December 

Various laboratory technics were employed — 

with the help of pathologist Dr. Myron 

Talnenbaum and roentgenologist Dr. Josh-- 

ua Becker of : the Columbia-Presbyterian 

- Medical Center. 
‘Answers to the following questions were” 

sought: | 

Question [Was the bullet (399) which 

the Warren Connission alleges did so 

‘ninch damage actually “andeformed” or 

“pristine”? 

Question 2.—Were the bullet fragments: 

left in Governor Connally indeed too many: 

to have come from bullet 399? . 

by Oswald actually unreliable? 

To the question, “Was the bullet (War- 

ren Commission Exhibit 399), which .was 

alleged by the Commission to have pene- .. 

- Fig. 1.—Test bullet (right) has been 

oe flattened the- same amount as bullet 

- 399 (left), even though the flattening 

of bullet 399 does not show in this 

view. Note the portion of lead “core” 

remains, protruding from the base of 

' been scraped off, presumably by its 
mgt 

vem 

wrist, 

extruded (arrow, right) from rear end. 

_ of test bullet, caused by this flattening. 

Only a tiny amount of extruded “core” © 

Question 3.-Was the ammunition used 

bullet 399 arrow, left). The rest had 

passage through Governor Conndlly’s 
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Liiiterdd both Presic 

crior Connally, ac 

formed) when fo 
clearly “NO.” Whe 
one of us (].K.L.}, 

found to be flatte 
hlow on one side 
TCO (photograph 

view do not show 

[eninge Hie Course 

sevibed below, it 

vveut deal of forec 

this much 

“fally-jacketed,” ' 

bullet of this type. 
| The soft lead at 

399 had the appe 

transverse scratch 
in the direction 

Some of the. soft le 

bullet still projectt 

of the bullet, at | 

‘the 

1, left, lower end). 3 

lead was on the \side of the bullet 

deformity 

ert Kennedy tuck Gsove 

tually “pristine” 

unde” the answer was 

this bullet (399) w : 
vedas if from a‘severe 

s taken from the - side 

his flattening) (Mig. 1), 
of the experiuents de- 

became obvious that a 

owas required to impose 

‘ery compact, military 

the “base” end of bullet: 

of the scooping efféct. 

away 

from the flattened side, 

(uncle. 

Dn actually examined °y 7 

and to a significant de-- 

(flattening) on a . 

arance. of having been. 

“scooped out” to a slight extent, with fine 

mi arks across the base” 

ad of the interior of the’. 
‘d slightly from the base: ~ 
he edge towards which . 

“scooping” efllect Te va (see arrow, Fi ig. 

‘This extruded bit. of.’ 

The fact that bullet 899 was fived from 4 

Oswald’s rifle has been verified by tests’ 

done by the F.B.L laboratory staff who ‘3 

found that the rifling scratches on bullet : 

. 399, confor med exactly to the rifling <2 

scratches on the test bullets fired from the ae 

same gun. No one appears to have con: 
tested “this point, 

Were the Bullet Fragments in 

Covernor Connally Excessive? 
Could fragments of the bullet of the ~“¥ 

number and size of thase seen in Cov ernor 

small to account for all four fragments? 

Three were in his wrist and one in his leg «+! 

2A and B). To examine this ques: 

~ tion, it was necessary to carefully weigh “244. 

. 100 sample bullets of exactly the same ne type. oS “ 

“Sats the ones fired by Oswi ald. | 

First, however, the fr wgments of the bul- 

lets ‘removed from President Kennedy's”. 

( Figs. 

he ad, from Governor Connally’ s wrist and 
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Fig. 2,—Extruded partion of lead core of tes! ‘bullet (Fig. 

genograms of test wrist (JKL-right- 2A) and femur, at arrow {JK L-right-28). 

1, right) divided into four portions and superimposed on roan * 

corresponding preoperative roentgenograms of Governor Connally (arrow, left). 

Lattimer and Lattimer: Kennedy-Connally Single Bullet Theory 
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~ Connally on his prepperative . roentgeno-. os 

_ grams have come from bullet 399, .as al-:* 

| lege ‘din the Warren, Commission Report? 

Or is the loss of weight of bullet 399 too.” : 

They are only slightly larger than those seen In ne 
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tp Iv. The unfired cartridge found in Oswald’s 

rifle was. next examined at the National - 

4£ Archives in Washington, D.C, (The officers 

af the National Archives did not violate 

cany of the, requests of President Kemedy’s 

family concerning this evidence.) After - 

ply af cxactly: the sume cartridges was ob- 

tained, d{lowas determined that four dif- 

» ferent lots of these cartridges had been. 
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Pable to procure samples of lots GOOT, 6002 

and 6003, while the F.B.1. obtained sam- =. 

ples fronv Tots 6000 and 6003, all of which 

“proved consistent and reliable.!? One hun- 

‘eartridges and weighed on a precision 

fralanee in the laboratories: of the Mugle- | 

weights ranged from 159.50 grains for the 

 Helitest. bullet to 161.50 grains for the 

heaviest with an average weight of 160.544» 

wains and a median weight of 160.50. 

Sograins. oe - | oo 

' ‘This compared fairly. closely with the . 

Weight range of, three sample bullets» 

4, weighed by the PLB. laboratory and. res. 

ported by firearms expert Robert Frazier. 

IGA ST grains. 

when found, we have assumed that it had 

2 mvean probability. of 2.2 grains, 

Novt a bullet like Warren Commission. 

-straetinad detisity of these bullets, but it 

did cause the softer lead from the center of 
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@ from the antomobile were examined close: ; 

-ni¢tal) 

~fronv'a tube (see arrow, Fig. 1, right). 

considerable difficulty, fa substantial Supe : 

~ estinated to be missing from the base of 

bullet 399. ee oo | 

The extruded cylinder of metal (weigh- 

ing 2.1 grains) (Hig. 3) 

‘the wrist of oné of us ([.K.L.) (Fig. 2A, 

 mannfactired abuut 1944 and we were, 

dred of these bullets were. pulled fromy 

WET “wood School for Boys (by. J.1.). “The. |: MOV 

~~ evlinder and arranged in, the same con- 

He found them to weigh 160.85 grains, mo 

“IGU1 erains and 161.5 grains with an aver= 

age weight of T6115 grains, whereas Our 

larger sample a idded a mean weight of 

OOSirce huflet 399 weighed 158.6 grains . : 

lost between 1.2 grains and 2.9 grains with | 

the Villet to be extruded from the open 7 

rear of the encompassing jacket (which 

was made of a tougher, copper-colored 

much as toothpaste Is extruded -- 

The extruded leaden metal was then. 

was found to weigh exactly 2.1 grains, SO 

was highly comparable with the 2.2 grains 7 

+ 

wis first placed on 

right) in the same location as the large 

fragment seen on the roentgcnograms of . > 

~ Governor Connally’s wrist (lig. 2A, left). 

‘Three additional particles the same size as 

the other particles ‘in Governor Connally: | 

then removed from the extruded 

figuration as those seen’ on his roentgeno- - 

grams of the wrist and thigh and films 

were taken for comparison (Figs. 2A and 

By. ee 
It was seen that the largest fragment - 

from: our test. bullet was slightly Jarger in 

area than the largest fragment in Governor 

Connally (Figs. 2A and B). . 

Next, the. remainder of ‘this ‘extruded — 

“ evlinder of metal was sliced into the thin- 

“Hest possible fragments, each approximate- oo 
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~ Exhibit 599 was compressed sideways in ao. a 7 , 

sspechil vice until its configuration was as oe ay 7 

“elose. ats possible to that of ballet 899. This > : ae 

vequited great force heeansesof the highs | 

. Fig. 3. Extruded portion of fead core of test bullet (weigh- 

ing 2.1. grains) was sliced ‘off and divided into four frag: — 

ments (three shown here). 

wtional Surgery, December 1968, Vol. 50-° No. 6 527 
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| | sliced off flush with the base of the bullet. o 

~ and the cylindrical fragment weighed. It 
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fr agments 

~dueed from the J 

would have been iivolved. . 

~ At the other extreme, if we were: to as- 

sume that bullet 399 happened to weigh as; 
~ much as our heaviest sample bullet, name- | 

' Fig. 4:—Largest portion of lead core (weighing 2.) grains) 

GOany anne? 08 408 t09 60 

extruded fram test bullet could still be sliced Into the 41 a 

odditional fragments shown here, 

ly the same area (size) as those seen in 
~ Governor Connally’s roentgenograms to see 

how many such fragments could be ob-.- 

tained from it, 

A grand total of 41 such fragments 

(slices) were made from the extruded © 

(one fragment) roentgenograms (Fig. 2). 
tt should be noted that while one of the ° 

Connally’ s wrist, 

was about twice the diame ‘ter of our testo 

‘slices, the other three were much smaller a 

- than our slices. 

in) Governor 

For those who might argue: that bullet 

399 in its unfired state might have weighed o 

only as much as our lightest sample bullet, . 

namely 159.8 grains, we still have the fact’ 

that 22 such slices could have been pro- 

2 grains of metal which ' : ; 

| Re liability of the Ammunition 

been produced from the missing portion. 

It must be pointed out that only one of 

, Connally fragments was slightly 

thicker than those from our sample-of 41, 

sand that certainly the number of metallic 

fragments was not a valid) criterion for 

the four 

judging how much weight was missing 
from bullet. 399. Using the actual amount 

DR Lattin and Carttlimer: 

~ metal (Vig. 4), as compared with the total... 

of only four fragments seen in Governor 
Connally’ s arm (three fragments) and leg - 

So experiine nts which will be reported when 

completed. None of these rounds has failed“ : 

to fire even though an additional four years ; 

Kenneds-Comnally Single Bullet Theory 

oft metal. (2 t grains) ‘extruded from our: 
test bullet, the 41 fragments we were able * 

experimental bullet were examined as to * 

"appearance, color and texture and were: 

found to be.a similar lead-grey color (oom 

- bullet jackets) and to be of the same tere 

ture as the fri agment removed from Gov-./ 

-ernor Connally’s ‘wrist. In both cases the 
» fragments appeared to be extruded soft-” 

Jead like that from the centers of both the. 

- ability of the materials in different bullets. 

7 sample tested. 

- jul fr agments in Governor Connally ex.,* e 

cessive?” (to match the lead missing trom 

bullet 399) was also clearly “NO 

_ bullet could contribute any number up to- te 
-.. the 41 fr agments actually: produced (more ” 

~ thinly sliced), while both bullets lost the: 

“umreliable? To test this, 100 rounds of the = 

: -- same type of cartridges as those used hy: 

ly 161.5 grains, then 53 slices might have Oswald: (lots 6001, 6002, and 6003) manu--” 

~~ branch of the Winchéster Repeating Ams * 
 Co., 

to produce from it are shown in Fi igure 4 ee 

Next, the fragments extruded from the : 

taining none of the copper color of the. 

we “et 

aight ou we ing 

test bullet and bullet "399. . 

The experiment of compressing bullets "y c - 
to the same extent as bullet 399 was ree 

peated ten times: This was done to rule » 

out possible gross differences in the malle... 

¥ 
The results were closely similar in every E 

< 
vr 

hus the answer to the question, “Are the’ 

. O”! His bul. -; 

let contributed four fragments, but our *~ 

same: amount of. weight from the same de « 

for mation. 

Was the ammunition used by Oswald +3 2 

factured by the Western Cartridge Co, a F; 

a
t
 

in the- same year as that used by Os. 

wald, were procured and used in other 

has elapsed since the Kennedy shooting,
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also. inspected by us, under 

“and showed no. signs of reloading or re--, 

.. The answer tothe question, 

w 

omaha this ammunition’.23° years old val 

. the time. of testing. Nichols has reported o 

» the same degree of dependability” and | 

the F.B.1,-agents who fired ammiunition | 

‘from Jots 6000 and 6003 in Oswald's rifle’ 

more than, 100 times also reported no fail- - 

aires to fire. These various samples repre-.. 

sented: every lot manufactured, so must” 

Ahave included the lot from which Oswald's”. 

Liat, more than 5000.7 

rounds of this Western Cartridge Company - . 

SRS) millimeter ammunition have been fired © , 

in these tests, without a single failure to é ; 

AIH TNO Calne, 

fire'on the first attempt. | 

One hundred and eighty complete loaded - 

cartridges of this type were then weighed — 

to see if there were gross differences in 

powder charges. which might thus be de-. 

tected, but each lot was internally consist- - 

ent within 0.01 gram, Oswald’s unfired 

‘ronnd still bore the original lacquer placed... 

on it hy the Western Cartridge Co. and 

bore io) traces of Lampering, resizing or” 

rile cartridge... 

“oases found near his firing location were 

fl magnification,.. ZZ 

reloading. ‘The three empty 

sIZIng. - . 

It should be pointed out that Oswald 

‘ysed) American-made, britss-cased,, “West- 

eutridges, which should not be cone 
Crh. 

Ansed with imported cartridges whieh had |” 

dnferior powder cases, varied more in Gross | 

weight aud performance and were found 

to he dangerous because of a tendeney of 

the cases to burst when fired: - 

wald’s: ammunition unreliable?” was also 

clearly “NO"! a 

Discussion | 
It should be remembered that bullet 399° - 

is the one which is thought to have hit 

President Keimedy’s neck. It did not hit 

any bones in President Kennedy and in- 

deed did not hit any vital structures.!> It 

“Was Os- 

‘the b 

should not be confused with the second 

bullet which struck President Kennedy in 7 

the right side of the back of the head, - 
(and which © 

which was severely disrupted 

proved fatal). , 7 

- The intensity of the attacks on the verac- 

ity of the Warren Commission Report by 

persons who did not conduct any actual ex- 

perimentation has been notable. It seemed ' 

“appropriate, therefore, that some experien 

coments should) be. conducted to test some 

of the points made in the Warren Commis-' 

sion Report. Since the preliminary findings 

_ presented here at least make the conclu- © ..“. 

Jon of the: Warren Commission appear 

tenable insofar as the ammunition and bul- 

~ Jet fragments are concerned, it may be of * ; 

interest. for 

~ inte more complex facets of the matter” 

such as the human capubilities involved, : 

the: capability of the: rifle and the reac-- 

tions of these. bullets ‘in bones and tissues. 

investigators to look further 

Ability of Bullet to Penctrate Two Per-— 

School,!2 military rifle cartridges like those. 

~ used by Oswald (lot 6002) were fired into - 

-a.stack of pine boards bound tightly to-,. - 

gether and were found to have marked * 

penctraling power, Wooden blocks 36 

inches thick were easily penetrated. It was 

necessary to construct a wooden block 48° - | 

“inches thick before the bullet would stop ae 

just. inside the wood. - Oo 

~ Because of the great penetrating ability, 

_it is the opinion of these investigators that: "| 

the bullet which struck Governor Connally. a 

~dvould have shattered his femur and trav-- 0. ° 

versed his, thigh) completely if it had not. 

been slowed down prior to striking him. 

Passing through the soft tissues of the» 

neck of President Kennedy with its two 

to the figures of Nichols.!2 The passage 

layers of tough ‘skin would have slowed - 

ullet slightly more than 30% according. — 

Hiternttional Surgery, December 1968, Vol, 50 * No. 6 529 _ 

~-'gons.—la_ tests conducted by Dr. John , 

Marshall Nichols of the Department of — 

- Pathology, University of Kansas Medical 

a0 

. ’
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“through the thorax of Governor Connally. 

“with its two additional layers of skin and 7 
a glancing (tangential) contact with his. 

fifth rib would have ‘slowed it. still more, oe 
although Jess than the passage through. 
President Kennedy. Only the additional 
fact that it apparently’ traveled sideways 

dich not breath dis ley bene, 

As has often been pointed out by Dr, Oe, 
Milton Helpern, Chief Medical Examiner: 
of the City of New York, human:skin is. 

clastié and tough. It is very effective in’ 
slowing down pistol bullets, but the pene- 

trating ability of high-speed military rifle’ 
bnllets is of quite another order of mag- > 
nitude unless these bullets begin: to travel. 
sidewavs (in the process of “tumbling” or.’ 
NG awing’ "Yas this one. apparently did in 

penctrating Governor Connally’s wrist. The 
sizes and shapes of the various bullet holes 

in the governor support the view that the | 

bullet tured as deseribed above. 
| It is our opinion based on the. experi- - 
ments we have done and observed that. if 

the ballet had struck Governor Conm lly’s 

back as its: first poiut of impact without. 

_ prey iotisly passing through President Ken-. 
~onedy, it surely. would have shattered Gov- | 

—ernor Conn ly s femur and probably would» 

have traversed his leg completely in addi-- | 
tion to his thorax and. wrist. In addition, 
it would tave made a small “punctate | 

wound of entrance on his back rather than © 
an elongated one, The shock of being hit: 

was so great that. Governor Connally was 

not even aware that his wrist and leg had® | 

also been hit, even though the large bone = 

in his wrist had been shattered into many 

fri aements CF jg, 2A) ) by the t: mgential pas 

site ob the ballet, EO was: only when he, ' 

Sawoke front anestheste ane sw the seast ernior Conn: y's wrist bone. 
on his wrist and the bandage ‘on his lege ¢ 

 gomparable extent by compressing it in a=": that he aske d whi: ant they: were for! 
“ie 

520 . Lattimer and Lattimer: Kemnedly-Connaly Single Bullet Theory 

‘strike Governor Connally had been under-:“¥ 
powered due to a. deficient powder. charge uf ray 

- (as suggested hy some) is not credible in’ nes 
our opinion, because the net effect of an-4475 

} “ to make the bullet drop so severely that it: 2 
as it traversed the skin and bone. of Gove» 

“Ornor Connally’s wrist could have account- 

ced for the floss of so inch energy rat it 
he Hhinc! President Kennedy, We did, mores , 

sign-of “underscharging” and found none, *. #2 
vat Joast i in the ‘se. “f actorv-loaded” cartridges, ee 

va | ft 
; - We 

oe Summary. | i ne oe 
' - A-series of: feasibility studies was. cons’ ey 
ducted to see if* any gross. inaccuracies y 
could be found in one part of the medic: il “8 > 

cand forensic data frequently attacked by 27h 
> critics of the: Warren Commission Report. 2 Bs 

° - having to do. with bullet 399. f 

millimeter Mannlicher-Carcano, fully-jack- ° 

~ the Warren Commission. postulates pene: : uw? 

trated both President Kennedy's neck and .’ 
- Governor Connally’s thorax, wrist and leg, + 

was carefully examined. Ttavas found to be 

~. Some of the: soft lead core of the bullet” 

“was found to be missing from the base-end - 

of the bullet which had a slightly ‘ ‘scooped- 
“out? configur ation. The weight of the bul. 

‘let was 2.2 grains less than the mean and >) 
7 median weights of 100 “duplicate” bullets 

from ‘the “same manufacturer weighed hy 

tion this bullet (No. 399) was not truly 

“some of its interior metal had been eX= | 2 F 

> traded and then br oken afl as if by its nits . 

csage Uheorygh firm material such as Gov “s 

The possibility ¢ that the first bullet tod 

under-powered éartridge would have been. as 

would have hit a portion of the automobile: ay 

over, weigh TSO of the rounds to check any 

This actual: bullet (a long, narrow 6.5: a 

eted military ‘ ‘ball” type: projectile), which | 

flattened as if by. i heavy blow on one side. 4 

these investigators. Thus: on actual inspec: - 

“pristine” as deser ibed by many critics and. 

writers: Tt was definitely deformed and °™ 

A bullet of this ty pe was defor med: to ‘ : 



"as, to size, color, texture and roentgen ray | 

“appearance with ‘the fragments seen by) 

roentgen, ray and found at surgery in the ° 

wrist and leg of Govérnor Connally. The... 

“sitiuples were compatible in Ul these re. 

speets., Our extruded play -of lead was 

shvht ly burger (hy rocntyen rity ) tHacus the 

. laruest of the four fragments seen on roel” 

~genograms of Governor Connally, evens 

. Company aammmition used by Oswald was 

— tested by firing 100 rounds ima Mannlich- 

~er-Carcano carbine of the exact type used » | 

by ‘Oswald. More | than. 500 additional: 

“cronnds were fired by these and other inves- 

~ tigators, and there was nota single failure... 

H 
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' 
f 
i 
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se ete iceiitds annie abet temDaley ah 

“special vise. Great ‘foree was required to. 

‘so defornethis, bullet The soft lead which 

then extruded from its base was compared 

after slicing off from it three additional © 

fravments the same size as the others seen _ 

in Governor Connally’s: roentgenograms. In 
vir . Fe eee 

to fires 

_ These experiments were, designed to test. 

pony, the feasibility. of some of the allega-- 

oe tions and statements about the ammunition | 

(and the first bullet and its fragments, which. ~ 

“the: Warren..Commission believed pene. 
rere . 

‘trated both President Kennedy and Gov- 

" ernor Connally. With regard to the pose: 

~ sibility. of whether the bullet fragments. in” | 

Governor Conually could have come fron 

a bullet-deformed: as) was: ballet 809, nos 

- discrepancies, inconsistencies or income. | 

patibilities were detected between the data” 

as determined in these experiments and the — 

b 

a 

Ly 

eae 

. Contentions of the Warren’ ‘Commission. -. 

Furthermore, the type of arnmunition used | 

. by Oswald ‘was found to be highly consist- . 

ent and reliable in performance. We were . 

left with no’ doubt that bullet 399 could | 

have penetrated President Kennedy’s neck 

‘and then Governor Connally as the Warren oe, 

~ Commission proposedy 5 . | 

-- trated both President Kennedy’s neck and 

fact, by then slicing this largest fragment. - - Governor Connally’s thorax and wrist and 

into extremely thin slices, it was possible » 

for aus-to slice this 2.1 grain extruded lead — 

Core, into.st maximum of tt fragments, in : 

stend of the four seen in Governor Con- °~ 

‘nally. Thus, the four fragments left by. 

“ballet 399 in Governor: Connally were by). 

-no means “excessive,” . as contended by... 

still remain undeformed, was found by « 

these investigators to be, in fact, deformed | °° 

~(flatened in’ a’ manner which required 

“great force to duplicate'on test bullets from. 2 

‘the same lots; Ee 

~The four. -fragme 

parallel conditions. 0 

Jt is the opinion of these investigators 

smenters.. 

"The so-called “pristine”. bullet (Warren, 

Commission’ Exhibit. 399), which critics: | 

have been claiming could not have pene _ ra 

nts’ which the Warren.“ #0). 
. ~- Commission contends bullet’ 399 left-in °° 

“some critics. Ten such bullets. were similar-': Governor Connally, while losing 2.2 grains - ee 

“Ww deformed, always with similar results. , ive, I ~~ of its weight, are by no means excessive, .. 

Phe reliability of the Western Cartridge % ‘since these experimenters were able to slice - 

“Sad fragments from the 2.1 grain cylinder of 7 

lead extruded from their test bullet under . - 

that it is highly probable that bullet 399 oe 

-was slowed down by traversing President ee 

- Kennedy’s neck before it penetrated Gov- 

“ernor Connally, Otherwise, had it hit Gov- 7 

-ernor Connally directly, we believe it..." 

~~ would have shattered his femur in addi- -.« 

tion to his rib and. wrist bones. Furthers 05 

~ more, it would have left only a.punctate 9 

wound of entry on the. Governor's, body «2. 

~ rather than’ the elongated wound jt did” cee 

yeave ae 

. The type of Western Cartridge Company 

‘qmmunition used by Oswald was found to- 

be highly reliable by these investigators, a 

confirming the finding of other experi- - 
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cerned, it appeared completely feasible _ 5. 

~ that this one ballet could have done all > - 6. 

the things which the Warren Commission = _ 

“contended it did. i 

With regard to the possibility of whethér 7. 
the bullet fragments in Governor Connally | 

could have come from a bullet deformed ae R Pp. 580-555, 

as was bullet 399, there was no incon- 

sistency nor incompatibility between theo: 9. 

“facts, as determined by these experiments, - Dn 

and the contentions of the Warren Com- .. — 10. 

mission. : 
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